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Our only measure of truth is . . . our own perception of truth. 
The undeniable tradition of metamorphosis teaches us that things 
do not remain always the same. They become other things by swift 
and unanalysable processes. 

— Ezra Pound 

As an artist, one does not learn a craft, but life; this then 
transforms the work. 

— Marc Chagall 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The viewer and artist use art as a language in 

communicating a relation between themselves and their 

world experience. This visual language uses the visible 

universe as a metaphor for the invisible, a communication 

between the world and one's spirit; a mystical relation-

ship. 

The work of art is born of the artist in a mysterious and 
secret way. From him it gains life and being. Nor is its 
existence casual and inconsequent, but it has a definite 
and purposeful strength, alike in its material and spirit-
ual life. It exists and has power to create spiritual 
atmosphere; and from this inner standpoint one judges 
whether it is a good work of art or a bad one. If its 
'form' is bad it means that the form is too feeble in 
meaning to call forth corresponding vibrations of the 
soul. 1

Art is the result of a process; an intuitive, sensual, and 

cognitive response to the creative handling of materials. 

There are no finished works as such, only successive stages 

of process and productivity, states of being and becoming, 

a gradual revelation of the conscious and unconscious. 

Artistic activity is a visual language which involves elements 

of form and content. These components are used in trans-

lating intuitive/sensual/cognitive responses into actuality 

in the form of images of a figurative/non-figurative, 

1Wassily Kandinsky, Concerning the Spiritual in Art 
(New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1977), p. 53. 



objective/non-objective nature. The combination, addition, 

and subtraction of form/content elements, arrived at through 

the working process, gives meaning to the language. This 

process involves destruction and reconstruction, spontaneity 

and control in balance. Poetic knowledge is the result. 

The spirit speaks, contemplation becomes active, the material/ 

subject/object becomes creative; the art work creates itself 

in this sense, with the artist as catalyst. Phenomenological 

contemplation unites inner and outer reality. 

The creative process, its mysteries, psychology and 

philosophy, are in essence an expression of aspirations to 

the spiritual. It is evidence of man's desire to under-

stand and express Being, a manifestation of the dual 

nature of existence; the conscious/unconscious, the sacred/ 

profane, and the life of both dream states and the waking 

self. The Abstract Expressionists in their search for these 

universals, were abetted by studies of primitive and archaic 

art. Primitive art seemed to exemplify an externalization 

of the unconscious; the internal space.2

In primitive culture, it is the shaman who is the true 

guardian of the physical and metaphysical equilibrium of his 

society.3 The shaman is the guardian of the 'soul'. He is 

2Robert C. Hobbs and Gail Levin, Abstract Expressionism: 
The Formative Years (Ithaca and London: Cornell University 
Press, 1981), p. 13. 

3Peter T. Furst, "The Roots and Continuities of 
Shamanism," Artscanada 30 (December 1973): 57. 



the spiritual teacher who understands the need of all mankind 

to touch the inner being. Of prime importance to understand-

ing the role of the artist today, is an understanding of the 

role that the shaman plays in the integration of the psychic 

world with the physical. Through a transformation of the 

psyche from psychic chaos to unity, awholistic understanding is 

developed which synthesizes spiritual and physical reality. 

In his function, philosophy, and communication, the shaman 

is the. original artist, a blueprint for:activity in the 

arts, as an illustration of an awareness of the need to 

consider the spirit in all instances of human experience. 

The art itself is the language or the form which communicates 

this experience to the viewer. As Black Elk, a shaman of the 

Oglala Sioux, has pointed out, • . . a man who has had a 

vision is not able to use the power of it until he has 

performed the vision for people to see." 4 In this context, 

the need for communication of inner meaning provides the 

motivation toward art creation for both shaman and contempor-

ary artist. 

SCOPE OF THE PAPER 

The role of the Shaman will be examined within his cultural 

context. The shamanic ideology and the contingent creative 

"John G. Neihardt, Black Elk Speaks: Being the Life 
Story of a Holy Man of the Oglala Sioux (Lincoln: University 
of Nebraska Press, 1966), p. 208. 
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processes within its understanding will be linked to the 

creative processes of the contemporary artist. Creativity 

and art, as a means of contacting and strengthening the 

connection to the spiritual, will be examined as a Universal, 

spanning time, culture, and geography. In this context, the 

shaman will be regarded as a blueprint for artistic endeavor, 

and as a model for understanding creativity and its trans-

formative processes. 

Chapter II — Shamanic Ideology. This chapter provides 

a background for understanding the shamanic ideology or 

"world view" within its own cultural context. It also deals 

with the shaman's function in his role as spiritual 

guardian of his community, and in his relationship to his 

creativity. 

Chapter III — Model for Creativity. This chapter deals 

with the parameters within which the creativity of both 

shaman and contemporary artist function. Ross L. Mooney's 

model for the Essential Conditions for the Existence of Man, 

provides a framework for understanding shamanic ideology in 

western terms through exploring the relationship of the 

spiritual to the creative. 

Chapter IV — Primary Features of the Creative Process 

(in relation to both shaman and contemporary artists). The 

primary features of the creative process, as agreed upon by 
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psychologists and artists, and which have come to be regarded 

as the hallmarks of creativity, are examined. These charac-

teristics are discussed and linked to the shaman's own 

creative processes, with the purpose of understanding 

creativity and art as the impulse toward the spiritual, and 

as a movement toward a wholistic interpretation and communica-

tion of man's existence within the universe. 



II. SHAMANIC IDEOLOGY 

Great art till now has always derived its fruitfulness from 
myth, from the unconscious process of symbolization which 
continues through the ages and, as the primordial manifesta-
tion of the human spirit, will continue to be the root of 
all creation in the future. 

— Wassily Kandinsky 

In such cave sites as Lascaux in France, and Altamira 

in Spain, there are paintings by early artists. Rather than 

being early man's depictions of routine daily activity, it 

is plausible that these paintings were reflections of a mystical 

reality, constructed on cave walls by shaman/artists. For the 

shaman/artist the supernatural or spiritual was a living force 

which permeated all instances of physical and mental activity. 

This ideology, 

stition, was a 

the mystery of 

rather than a manifestation of fear and super-

religion, a whalistic world view which gathered 

the world, bringing it close and " . . . giving 

it a face and a voice." 5 Unlike the modern Western world, 

the shaman and his society did not separate the realms of the 

spiritual and the physical; they were of equal importance, and 

the realm of the spiritual was felt and 'lived' as profoundly 

as that of the physical. 

Basic to an understanding of this ideology and religious 

experience is the Shamanic Tree of Life. The Tree symbol has 

also found visual expression in the form of a post, pillar, 

5Nick Johnson, "Bits of Dough, Twigs of Fire," 
Artscanada 30 (December 1973): 62. 
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or axis; one of its most familiar representations being the 

West Coast totem pole of Canada. Other representations are 

found in the tent poles of Siberian and Central Asian people, 

such as the Evenk, Buryat and Goldi. The World Tree is 

believed to be a Cosmic Axis, positioned at the Centre of 

the Universe, and connecting the three realms of the Cosmos —

sky, earth and underworld. It is an expression of the inter-

connection and intercommunication among the three zones. 

This axis passes through an 'opening', a hole in the sky 

through which gods may descend to the earth, the dead to the 

underworld, and through which the shaman travels on his 

ecstatic journeys. It also denotes such concepts as 

fecundity, well-being and prosperity. It is a symbol with 

inexhaustible possibilities for defining various cultural 

concepts. The Tree is universal, a concept found in the 

ideology and iconography of most cultures in the world, its 

universality a demonstration of man's belief in the possibili-

ty of communication with the spiritual. 

Several religious ideas are implied in the symbolism of the 
World Tree. On the one hand, it represents the universe in 
continual regeneration, the inexhaustible spring of cosmic 
life, the paramount reservoir of the sacred (because it is 
the "Center" for the reception of the celestial sacred,etc.); 
on the other, it symbolizes the sky or the planetary heavens.6

The Sacred Tree seems a symbol perfectly suited to 

6Mircea Eliade, Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of 
Ecstasy. Translated by Willard R. Trask (London: Routledge 
and Kegan Paul Ltd., 1964), 271. 
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shamanism, which Gordon Wasson points out, " . . . is a 

nature-oriented religion, one for which mythology and the 

imagery of sacred art derives from the physical environ-

ment." 7

A further characteristic of the Shamanic universe is 

that man does not hold dominion over the earth and all 

living things upon the earth; rather, implicit in the shaman's 

world view is the idea of a oneness with Nature. Man, 

animal and all phenomena of the Cosmos are a part of a 

balanced whole and therefore qUalitatively equal. It is 

with this understanding that the shaman practices his art 

and has access to all regions of the metaphysical universe. 

The shamans did not create the cosmology, the mythology, 
and the theology of their respective tribes; they only 
interiorized it, "experienced" it, and used it as the 
itinerary for their ecstatic journeys.8

The special gifts of the shaman are acquired only after 

long and arduous training. The vocation may be a 'calling' 

revealed by 'illness' in the form of severe physical and 

psychological crisis, or in some cases one may elect to 

undergo certain rigorous 'tests' in the hopes of achieving 

the vocation. 

In either case the constitution and mental powers of 

7Soma: Divine Mushroom of Immortality, n. 20, cited 
by Joan Vastokas, "The Shamanic Tree of Life," Artscanada 
30 (December 1973): 127. 

8Eliade, Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy, 266. 
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the candidate must be distinctly above the average in order 

to undergo this quest for power. 

The initiation is of dual nature; ecstatic and didactic. 

The course of theoretical and practical instruction is highly 

complex, involving shamanic techniques, names and functions 

of spirits, mythology and genealogy of the clan, and secret 

languages.9 The secret languages are a poetic means of 

expression for communication with animals or spirits. 

Through them, the shaman identifies himself with the powers 

or animals to whom he speaks. 

The initiatory illness of the shaman has been likened to 

the fits of epileptics and hysterics, however the crisis has 

a theoretical context in that the shaman is a sick man who 

has succeeded in curing himself. He has undergone a ritual 

'death', in which his former profane self has been trans-

formed into that of a 'man of knowledge'. 

The visionary experience of the initiatory illness is 

an entrance into the world of dreams. It is in a sense his 

'death', a process whereby he is 'reborn' and awakes into a 

new spiritual awareness. Dreams are the way 'in' to contact 

with the spiritual. The way 'out' into the waking world is 

achieved through the shaman's interpretation of his vision-

ary experience within the flexible framework of the 

mythological knowledge he shares with his community. 

9Eliade, Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy, 13. 
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What has occurred is not only that he has re-established a 
previous balance, but that he has achieved a new and 
special kind of metaphysical equilibrium, beyond that of 
his previous, ordinary self." 

Through his experience he sees the human condition 

from the most basic level; he has become a 'new' being, with 

powers and understanding of the supernatural and natural 

world far beyond that of his community. He is beyond the 

profane world and henceforth, through repetition of the 

ecstatic techniques, he relates to the sacred directly, for 

. . it is the ecstatic experience that radically changes 

the religious status of the 'chosen' person."11

The depth of the religious connotations of the word 

ecstatic' is demonstrated by the dictionary definition. 

. . . a nervous state in which the mind is absorbed in a 
dominant idea, and becomes insensible to surrounding 
objects . . . the state of rapture in which the soul, 
liberated from the body, is engaged in contemplation of 
divine things . . . the state of trance supposed to 
accompany prophetic inspiration . . . .12

The shaman is distinguished from his community by his 

abilities, both mental and physical, but central to his 

special status is 'ecstasy'. Mircea Eliade notes: 

Nevertheless, the shaman remains the dominating figure; 
for through this whole region in which the ecstatic 
experience is considered the religious experience par 
excellence, the shaman, and he alone, is the great 

10Peter T. Furst, "The Roots and Continuities of 
Shamanism," Artscanada 30 (December 1973): 60. 

11Eliade, Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy, 33. 

12Shorter Oxford Dictionary, 3rd ed., s.v. "Ecstatic." 



master of ecstasy. A first definition of this complex 
phenomenon, and perhaps the least hazardous, will be: 
shamanism = technique of ecstasy."

He undergoes what contemporary man would term "gaining 

existential consciousness'', a profound insight of himself 

in relation to the Cosmos; a journey whereby he becomes 

truly himself. 

By means of this ecstatic state the shaman becomes a 

symbol for his society. He creates a means of wholistic 

interpretation wherein his community can understand the 

oneness of the physical and spiritual worlds. 

The ecstatic state is understood by both the shaman and 

his community to be a return to the state of primeval chaos; 

the formless world which precedes all creation, where man 

began and where myth had its beginnings. It is a religious 

experience, religious in the full sense of its dictionary 

definition: 

. . to bind back into one . . . to relate to the beginning 
. . . to the origin of all things . . . .

14 

It is in essence, a participation by the shaman in the 

re-creation of the world. Eliade has called this period 

'creative'. 

13Eliade, Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy, 4. 

14Shorter Oxford Dictionary, 3rd ed., s.v. "Religion." 
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. . . it was then, in illo tempore, that the creation and 
arranging of the Cosmos took place, as well as the revela-
tion of all the archetypal activities by gods, ancestors 
or cultural heroes. In illo tempore, in the mythical 
period anything was possible. The species were not yet 
fixed and all forms were 'fluid'.15

To understand this concept in terms of Western mythology, 

the shamanic ecstasy should be 

. . . regarded as a recovery of the human condition before 
the 'fall'; in other words, it reproduces a primordial 
'situation' accessible to the rest of mankind only through 
death . . . .16

The shaman's recovery or return from the ecstasy (marked 

by ritual) is a reinterpretation of the world of myth, the 

time of his culture's origins. He integrates and actualizes 

his conscious and unconscious experience, through a trans-

formative process involving ritual, song, dance, and other 

means of expression which give form to his vision. In this 

way he mediates between the worlds of the spiritual and the 

physical, the sacred and profane, and by so doing, he becomes 

a symbol of unity. Forces, both spiritual and physical, which 

were opposed are unified and integrated into a cosmological 

meaning which previously had no form or meaning. The world 

of myth is actualized through both ritual and the ecstatic 

experience. The essence of the shaman's role is seen here 

15Mircea Eliade, Patterns in Comparative Religion, trans. 
Rosemary Sheed (London and New York: Sheed and Ward Inc., 
1958), 395. 

16Eliade, Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy, 493. 
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in the integration of his inspiration with the ritual 'acting 

out' or 'giving of form' to that vision. The meaning of the 

ecstasy, in the final analysis, is a communication between 

heaven and earth; a restoration of the communicability that 

was man's privilege before the 'Fall'. 

From all we have so far understood, we can define the 

shaman' within the context of his culture. He is one whose 

power is embodied in an 'ecstatic' vision involving, in the 

broadest sense, magic, mysticism and religion.17 He trans-

forms a unique personal experience of the physical and 

metaphysical,'of the sacred and profane, into a unified 

'wholeness' of vision, an expansion of common mythological 

knowledge which can be understood and acted upon by his 

people, ensuring the psychic and physical survival of one 

and all. 

His role is varied, active and dynamic, in direct inter-

relation with deities, spirits and other supernatural and 

natural beings of the three cosmic zones,18 for he is also 

one of them.19 He is a man, but also a 'spirit' or 'soul' 

17Eliade, Forward to Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of 
Ecstasy, xix. 

18The three cosmic zones of the shamanic universe are: 
sky, earth, and underworld. (See pp. 6-8 for an explana-
tion of the Shamanic universe): 

19Esther Pasztory, "Shamanism and North American Indian 
Art," Native North American Art History: Selected Readings, 
ed. Zena Pearlstone Mathews and Aldona Jonaitis (Palo Alto, 
CA: Peek Pub., 1982), 9. 



at home in the supernatural world, one who transfers spirit-

ual knowledge to his people. Being an 'existential man' he 

understands shamanism as a means of dealing with the 

universal human condition. He exists and acts within " . 

a religious system which centers around an individual 

religious specialist who communicates with the supernatural 

through a trance state.20

Because the spiritual permeates all aspects of community 

life, the shaman's role also extends to that of healer; pro-

tector of both the physical and psychological well-being of 

his community. Physical illness was always associated with 

a disturbance of the psyche — a sickness of the soul, and 

therefore was understood to be the particular responsibility 

of the shaman. Considering a wholistic world-view which 

consistently relates the spiritual to the physical, the 

shaman is not a witch doctor, rather he cures " . . through 

the application of his special knowledge of the mechanism and 

theory of illness, rather than only the treatment of its 

symptoms . . . • n21 His special knowledge links cause and 

effect, allowing him to cure the sick, control the weather, 

guarantee success in warfare, banish malevolent spirits and 

20Pasztory, "Shamanism and North American Indian Art," 
Native North American Art History: Selected Readings, 7. 

21Furst, "The Roots and Continuities of Shamanism," 54. 
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obtain help from beneficial spirits.22

He believes himself (and is so believed by others) to be able 
to project his soul on magic journeys to the Otherworld, 
escort the dead to their chthonic abode, to retrieve souls 
that have become lost or abducted, to confront and consult 
with the spirit rulers of the universe, with ancestral 
shamans, and with the supernatural 'owners' of the differ-
ent plant and animal species, and in general to bring back 
essential knowledge from the sacred spheres that are closed 
to ordinary mortals.23

Through the active role that the shaman plays, the 

spiritual is kept alive, acquiring tangible form and meaning. 

Each seance is unique and individual in conception and execu-

tion.24 He is the original creative man. The form and 

content of myth and life are conceptualized and made concrete 

through the shaman's art. The 'spiritual' becomes a meaning-

ful and 'living force' as a result. 

22Aldona Jonaitis, "Sacred Art and Spirit Power," Native 
North American Art History: Selected Readings, ed. Zena 
Pearlstone Mathews and Aldona Jonaitis (Palo Alto, CA: Peek 
Pub., 1982), 119. The shaman is 'at one' with his universe, 
therefore the weather is not considered a separate entity 
(as in Western culture). In shamanic culture it is a belief 
that the shaman controls the weather; this is a reality 
despite what Western opinion may be. It is the belief in 
a wholistic world view which enables the weather, like man, 
to be conceived of as one element in the interrelationship 
of all things in the cosmos. Therefore, man may affect 
the weather as the weather may affect man, and in this way 
the shaman's control of the weather lints cause and effect. 

23Furst, "The Roots and Continuities of Shamanism," 56. 

24Pasztory, "Shamanism and North American Indian Art," 
9. 
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III. A MODEL FOR CREATIVITY 

The realization of the Spiritual in all instances of 

the human experience is an acknowledgement of one's 

relationship and potential relationship with the existing 

energy forms in the Cosmos.25 The spiritual element in 

the shaman's creative activities is a direct result of his 

world-view, the shaman's understanding of himself in 

relation to the Cosmos. He comprehends and actively 

participates in a perception of the universe which acknow-

ledges his freedom of interaction and interrelation with 

its energy forms, meaning and constructs. Freedom of inter-

action and interrelation with these energy forms is the 

essence of creativity, and for the shaman, a sense of total 

participation with the universe is the substance of his 

mysticism and spirituality. Thus, his creativity and 

spirituality are inseparable. For the contemporary artist 

who is seeking to understand his own creative processes 

and sources, it is therefore necessary for him to acknow-

ledge their connection to the spiritual. 

25Man's existence within the universe is based on 
continuous ini—raction with these energy forms. Some 
examples include the sun, seas, animals, gravity and mag-
netic forces. These energy forms affect man continuously 
on bcith the physical and psychic levels and are the source 
for all input and output related to both his dream world 
and his mythical framework. These energy forms order 
themselves. This is demonstrated in ways such as seasonal 
change, tidal forces and animal behavior. 
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A conceptual model for the Essential Conditions for the 

Existence of Man by Ross L. Mooney provides a framework for 

this relationship of the spiritual to the creative."

According to the model, Figure 1 represents the universe. 

The breaks offer a way out toward infinity but there is unity 

enough to see this universe as an understandable whole. With-

in this universe, various energy forms such as seas, animals 

and molecules interconnect in a synchronous system of 

constant flux. The energy forms are represented by the lines 

within the circle. 

In Figure 2, a broken circle within the universe 

represents the individual person. Although it would be the 

tiniest speck, it is drawn to larger scale for the sake of 

easier understanding. This placement of the smaller circle 

within the larger circle indicates that we are of the uni-

verse, not apart from it. The arrows pointing outwards from 

the smaller circle indicate our dependency and belonging 

within this total universe and our relations with all other 

energy forms in the total system. These outgoing arrows 

stand for the first of four essential conditions necessary 

for the existence of man in the universe. 

26The subsequent explanation for Mooney's model is in 
keeping with its original conception, but has been adapted 
to clarify the relationship of the creative process to the 
spiritual. Ross L. Mooney, "A Conceptual Model for Integ-
rating Four Approaches to the Identification of Creative 
Talent," A Source Book for Creative Thinking, ed. Sidney 
J. Parnes and Harold F. Harding (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1962), 73-83. 
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A Conceptual Model for the Essential Conditions for the 

Existence of Man — Ross L. Mooney. 
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Not only is man outgoing in relation to the universe, 

but all else comes in toward man. By the fact of man's 

existence, he occupies a time/space spot of being toward 

which the universe is focused. The time/space frame of 

reference is the focus of his being, of all his perceptions, 

comprehensions and actions. It is a spot unique to each 

individual existence, for all beings occupy their respec-

tive spots and compose the universe from various locations 

within the whole. The togetherness of these being-positions 

make up the universe as a whole. The second condition for 

man's existence is signified by Figure 3, where arrows point 

inward from the universe into the circle of man, complementing 

the outward arrows and showing opposite relatedness (Figure 2). 

Inside the circle of man, there are a multitude of energy 

forms existing in a synchronized relationship as a system, 

constantly forming and reforming: blood circulating, 

digestion, neural impulses travelling, muscles tensing and 

releasing, glands functioning, and atoms pulsating. Staying 

alive is dependent upon the activity of this system. 

Representing such inner activity in man are a multitude of 

miscellaneous lines (Figure 4) similar to the forms drawn 

in the rest of the universe (Figure 1). The activity of the 

system within man is dependent upon a synchronous relation-

ship with the activity from outside his own inner system. 

While energy is being transformed and expended on the inside, 

it is necessary to take in new and usable energy forms from 
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the outside, represented in day-to-day life by breathing, 

eating, drinking, and in the perception and consequent 

action of conscious behavior. There is, therefore, a 

continuous ingression and expulsion by the organism, a 

constant interchange across the borders of man, giving order 

and form to the action between inside and outside. The 

interchange is symbolized by the arrowed infinity sign 

between the inside and outside with its centre at the 

border of man (Figure 5), thus suggesting the third follow-

ing essential condition. 

The interchange is selective, for man cannot receive 

and reach out into the universe in an uncontrolled way 

(as in the selection of what he eats or breathes). Man is 

a particular organism with certain limitations to his 

existence. Within the entirety of mankind there are indiv-

iduals with their unique needs and possibilities. As his 

life progresses, the individual changes in a time/space 

relation to his universe, a transformative process. During 

each transformation he is constantly developing new needs 

and rejecting old ones according to his individual existence 

in relation to how they fit his time/space locus. 

The constant selection process (a) includes needs 

within the system, (b) excludes damaging input from the 

system, and (c) tolerates what remains. This selective pro-

cess is signified in the model by three lines added to both 

ends of the infinity sign, denoting the three basic choices. 
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The three choices incorporate the fourth essential condition 

of man's existence. To summarize: 

. . . in the language of dimensions, the essential conditions 
for the existence of man are that he be able to operate with 
respect to, 

(1) out, denoted by the outgoing arrows, to declare man's 
extension into his universe, his belonging to the whole; 

(2) in, denoted by the incoming arrows, to declare man's 
centrality in his universe, his being integrative to the 
whole; 

(3) out-and-in-and-out-and-in-again and again, denoted 
by the infinity sign, to declare man's sequential ordering of 
his universe, his continual coming to be (becoming) through 
give-and-take, incoming and outgoing; 

(4) fit, denoted by the three lines at each end of the 

infinity sign, to declare man's selective ordering of his 
universe, his continual fitting of specific incomings and 
outgoings, his rendering potentialities actual in concrete 

sequential instances.27

The concept for this model came through the course of 

Mooney's work on perception. He saw the problems of percep-

tion implicit in the question of how a living being conducts 

its transactions with the environment in order to make life 

development possible.28 His model allows perception to be 

seen as a creative phenomenon, one element in the essential 

conditions for the existence of man." 

If we acknowledge this model as signifying the essential 

conditions of man, and if creativity is to be seen as the 

27Mooney, "A Conceptual Model for Integrating Four 
Approaches to the Identification of Creative Talent," 78. 

28Ibid. 

28Ibid., 79. 



freedom of interaction and interrelation within these exist-

ing forms, meanings and constructions, then one must agree 

that creativity is a universal. It is free for use and 

activation. As stated earlier, this is the shaman's under-

standing of himself in relation to the Cosmos, and it is his 

comprehension and active participation within the spiritual 

sphere of realization that is the substance of his mysticism. 

If we were to use a scale to determine levels of 'open-

ness' to the flow of existing energy forms within the model, 

we would have the shaman at one end as an example of true 

mysticism, in which there is a complete permeability of the 

boundaries in a sense of total participation with the uni-

verse. At the other end of the scale would be people whose 

organization and processing of the forms, meanings and 

constructs are determined within a limited sphere of realiza-

tion. Their processes of configuration are largely deter-

mined by stereotypes which they have accepted, and which 

compose their spiritual sphere of realization. Stereotyped 

behavior is imposed in one way or another, inhibiting their 

freedom of configuration. Freedom of configuration is 

necessary for freedom of Being and creativity. Somewhere 

in the middle would be the more 'creative' individuals, and 

in this group we would include most artists, scientists, 

and philosophers, those who have an 'ability' to synthesize 

the 'input' and make the necessary alterations in it. 

Therefore it would seem that a higher degree of creativity 



corresponds to a greater freedom of interrelation or 'open-

ness' to the existing energy forms within the Cosmos. An 

openness to the Cosmos' energy forms is a movement towards 

a revelation of the mystic unity of Life, and the develop-

ment of this spiritual connection is essential to creative 

growth. The movement toward unity is clarified in Sheldon 

Cheney's words: 

Implicit in the attempt to achieve a revealing bit of the 

creative formal order, the abstract architecture in the 

canvas, there is a universal-mystic significance. An 

intensely creative abstract work of art, affording an 

enjoyment that may border upon rapture, links with the 
rhythm at the heart of the universe, with the conscious-

ness of dynamic order and harmonious progression of the 

cosmos, beyond time and space." 

30Sheldon Cheney, Expressionism in Art (New York: 
Liverright Publishing Corporation, 1958), 60. 
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IV. PRIMARY FEATURES OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS 

IN RELATION TO BOTH SHAMAN AND ARTIST 

Life may be regarded as creative in the sense that it 

is continually engendering new forms and constructs, it 

demonstrates selectivity, and arrives at meaning and order.. 

In man, the creative force inherent in life itself, appears 

on a conscious and unconscious level, in the form of creat-

ive imagination. The creative imagination is able to 

initiate order and find meaning in a multitude of experiences 

that had previously appeared incoherent and unrelated. 

In examining the personality and psychological charac-

teristics of the creative individual, there are certain 

elements that tend to manifest themselves consistently. 
31 

They may be regarded as the primary features of the creative 

process, and can be directly related to the processes of the 

shaman and artist. These are: (1) disequilibrium - a state 

of dissatisfaction with the existing state of affairs or a 

disturbance in homeostasis; (2) ambiguity - an ability to 

tolerate emotional and intellectual uncertainty in which the 

31These elements must be qualified or 'tempered' by a 
control or balance in order for the creative experience to 
be productive rather than destructive. According to Freud, 
the delusions of paranoiac and obsessional patients show 
an unwelcome external similarity and inner relationship to 
the systems of philosophers and artists (Freud, 1931). 
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individual does not comprehend all that he is perceiving; 

(3) non-self identification - an ability to identify totally 

with that which is 'separate' from the self; (4) an ability 

to maintain contact with the life of the unconscious.32

In the early stages of the creative process, creativity 

is initiated by a state of disequilibrium within the individ-

ual. Disequilibrium may be regarded as a discontent with the 

state within himself and his relations with the external envir-

onment. The disequilibrium may be initiated by the individual 

in order to activate the creative process. The individual 

induces the cognitive, emotional or intuitive state commonly 

known as 'artistic inspiration' by methods ranging from 

selecting specific work environments to psychotropic usage to 

meditation, or the state may occur involuntarily when the 

individual is distracted by an outside source. 

Some examples include D'annunzio, Farnol, and Frost, 

who could only work at night. Balzac always worked while 

wearing a monkish garb, and Tycho Brahe and Leibnitz needed 

to seclude themselves for very long periods to achieve a 

state of 'inspiration'.33 Inspiration, therefore, is a 

means of widening the boundaries and opening oneself to the 

flow of possibilities inherent in the internal and external 

envjxonment.34

32Morris J. Stein, "Creativity as an Intra- and Inter-
personal Process," A Source Book for Creative Thinking, ed. 
Sidney J. Parnes and Harold F. Harding (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1962), 86-89. 

33Ibid., 87. 

"Carl Rogers, "Towards a Theory of Creativity," A Source 
Book for Creative Thinking, ed. Sidney J. Parnes and Harold 
F. Harding (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1962), 68. 
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A state of disequilibrium is apparent in the initial 

stage of the shaman's ecstasy. He may undergo intense 

physical pain through such means as wearing a wet skin 

blanket in sub-zero weather and drying this blanket with his 

own body heat. Another common means of initiating a trance 

is through rhythmical drumming, dancing and singing. As a 

preliminary for the ecstatic trance, these methods of 

'summoning the spirits' are comparable to the means cited 

earlier of artists' attempts to achieve a mind state suitable 

for activation of the creative process. In this context, 

'summoning the spirits' and 'summoning artistic inspiration' 

may be regarded as interchangeable in meaning. 

Psychologists studying creativity have noted that the 

creative individual also has a great capacity to tolerate 

ambiguity. He can endure uncertain and incoherent states of 

the emotions and the intellect. In the creative individual, 

however, this state is endured with the certainty of 

clarification and resolution of the quandary.35 There is a 

state of 'openness' to the flow of possibilities within 

the person and his environment which includes the options 

of rearrangement of existing knowledge. A communication 

between the inner personal boundaries of the self 

with external stimuli is necessary for the continuation 

of the creative faculty. To exist in a state of ambiguity 

35Stein, "Creativity as an Intra- and Inter-Personal 
Process," 87. 
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is to allow flexibility of the emotional, intuitive and 

intellectual spheres, cultivating a great awareness and 

openness to all phases of experience. 

Ambiguity is a stage of creativity which has acquired 

the reputation of 'abnormality' since it is such a deviation 

from so-called norms of human behavior. In reality, what 

occurs is a mode of perception and sensitivity to previously 

unrelated dimensions of experience. It is in fact, an act 

of liberation which defeats the 'norm' or safe stability of 

habitual and stereotyped behavior. 

As with the artist, a state of ambiguity is necessary 

to the shamanic process. Eliade has stated that ecstasy 

implies a 'mutation' in its efforts to acquire a communic-

ability across the boundaries of the self and beyond. The 

ambiguity in this stage of ecstasy is considered dangerous, 

and in primitive mythology is described as a crossing of a 

bridge or a 'perilous passage'. The shaman restores 

communication between heaven and earth, reconstructing 

the bridge to the beyond and restoring the break in planes 

between the three cosmic zones. The restoration involves 

communication with primordial myth and communication in 

his personal relationship between the cosmos and his 

self." 

Black Elk describes his own state of ambiguity and 

36Eliade, Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy, 483. 
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isolation during this phase of the shamanic process. 

. . . I wanted to get up and run away, for I was afraid he 
might look right into me and see my vision there and tell 
it wrong, and then maybe all the people would think that I 
was crazy . . . . I felt well as ever; but everything 
around me seemed strange and as though it were far away. 
I remember that for twelve days after that I wanted to be 
alone, and it seemed I did not belong to my people. They 
were almost like strangers. I would be out alone away 
from the village and the other boys, and I would look 
around to the four quarters, thinking of my vision and 
wishing I could get back there again. I would go home to 
eat, but I could not make myself eat much; and my father 
and mother thought that I was sick yet; but I was not.37

The fertility of this period of 'widening the boundaries' 

and opening oneself to intense awareness is the result of the 

willingness to extend oneself to the limits and to open up 

the perspectives of the unknown. Schiller speaks of it as a 

momentary and passing madness: 

The reason for your complaint lies, it seems to me, in the 
constraint which your intellect imposes upon your imagina-
tion . . . . Apparently it is not good — and indeed it 
hinders the creative work of the mind — if the intellect 
examines too closely the ideas already pouring in, as it 
were, at the gates . . . . The intellect cannot judge all 
these ideas unless it can retain them until it has consid-
ered them in connection with these other ideas. In the 
case of a creative mind, it seems to me, the intellect has 
withdrawn its watchers from the gates, and the ideas rush 
in pell-mell, and only then does it review and inspect the 
multitude. You worthy critics, or whatever you may call 
yourselves, are ashamed or afraid of the momentary and 
passing madness which is found in all creators . . . . 
(Freud, 1938).38

"John G. Neihardt, Black Elk Speaks: Being the Life 
Story of a Holy Man of the Oglala Sioux (Lincoln: University 
of Nebraska Press, 1961), 50. 

38 Cited in Stein, "Creativity as an Intra- and Inter-
Personal Process," 87-88. 
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In reference to Mooney's 'Model', it would seem that in 

cultivating their creative faculties artists are cultivating 

a way of Being, a spiritual connection necessary to the 

creative act. In doing so, their understanding and approach 

is essentially shamanic in that creativity becomes the result 

of a process of integration and actualization of the conscious 

and unconscious. It is a transformative process that gives 

form to one's vision. 

Along with the instability of the flow of input allowed 

into the conscious during the period of ambiguity and dis-

equilibrium, the creative individual has faith that the 

state will synthesize, generating order if the irrational 

is permitted free expression." He believes that *the 

irrational generates its own ordering principle. This faith 

is another hallmark of creativity of a high order. It 

indicates an exceptionally strong sense of self, making the 

distinction between the self and the non-self permeable. 

Psychologists agree that the first distinction made in 

the course of development of a sense of reality is the 

realization that there is a boundary distinguishing subject 

from object." It is only with a strong sense of self that 

this boundary may be allowed to disappear. 

39Frank L. Barron, "The Psychology of Imagination," A 
Source Book for Creative Thinking, ed. Sidney J. Parnes and 
Harold F. Harding (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1962) 
236 

"Mooney, "A Conceptual Model for Integrating Four 
Approaches to the Identification of Creative Talent," 82. 
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When the distinction between subject and object is most 
secure, the distinction can with most security be allowed 
to disappear for a time (as in mysticism and in deep love). 
This is based on true sympathy with the not-self, or with 
the opposite of those things which comprise defensive 
self-definition. The strong self realizes that it can 
allow regression, because it is secure in the knowledge 
that it can correct itself.41

For the shaman the ultimate permeability of this bound-

ary is achieved through true mysticism. His recognition of 

his relationship to the universe, his being 'at one' with 

all things, deletes the necessity for defensive self-defini-

tion and allows great freedom of experience and expression. 

Complete empathy and identification with the 'not-self' is 

possible. For the artist, this sensitivity and ability to 

identify with the non-self is also essential for true 

expression. The artist's relationship. to the non-self is 

well-described in the words of Jack Shadbolt: 

I find that objects which most involve my interests because 
they go deep in my experience and therefore command my 
closest attention yield the most meaningful conceptions. 
This suggests to me that the whole involvement of the art-
ist with his objects is more than just factual, structural 
or external. It may be also historical and sociological; 
but it even goes further in his most intimate responses to 
them. Why he chooses the objects he does and how this 
subtly conditions the qualities with which he endows their 
portrayal — with austerity, tenderness, massiveness, etc. 
— can involve the whole range of emotional experience.42

Kandinsky termed this the 'soul' in art. He frankly 

41 Barron, "The Psychology of Imagination," 236-237. 
42 

In Search of Form, cited by George Woodcock, "The 
Paintings of Jack Shadbolt," Artscanada 30 (December 1973): 
168. 
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believed that it was necessary to go beyond the unconscious 

and upper objective mind and arrive at a 'source beyond', 

and that therefore art expresses the spirituality in man." 

By this means there is a direct connection between abstract 

and intangible values in art and spiritual existence, an 

identification of the individual soul with the source of all 

being. 

Knowing something of the mystic's conception of the structure 
and meaning of all that is, we find our faculties better able 
to identify and enjoy the echo of universal-eternal architec-
ture in the creative act. The habit of apprehending the 
infinite in the finite is an aid in seeing through to the 
picture's abstract core. Art here becomes a sensuous means 
to revelation of cosmic order.

44 

Non-self identification is 

determining cosmic order in the 

world that allows for wholistic 

an essential ability in 

finite, an experience of the 

interpretation and harmony 

in the expression of its forms and order. 

A wholistic relationship to the cosmos is evident in 

the role of the shaman/artist as he relates to the finite 

world and transforms his experience into a world-view, encom-

passing the mythical world into his rituals. 

For example, his relationship to animals can be 

spiritual in nature and intensely mystical. Animals 

are believed by the shaman and hi4 community to be charged 

43 
Sheldon Cheney, Expressionism in Art (New York: 

Liveright Publishing Corporation, 1958), 80. 
4 4 Ibid., 60. 

seen as 
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with 'mythical presence'. When he dons an animal skin he 

becomes that animal through conscious and unconscious trans-

formation. In so doing, he achieves a new identity, result-

ing in a 'going out of the self' through the ecstatic 

experience. His imitation of the animal's gait, its cries, 

or the donning of its skin allows him entrance into the 

supernatural mode of being suffused with mythical reality." 

During this transformative process, Eliade notes: 

There is no question of a regression into pure 'animal life', 
the animal with which the shaman identified himself was 
already charged with a mythology, it was, in fact, a mythical 
animal, the Ancestor or Demiurge. By becoming this mythical 
animal, man became something far greater and stronger than 
himself . . . . this projection into a mythical being, the 
center at once of the existence and renewal of the universe, 
induced the euphoric experience that, before ending in ecstasy, 
showed the shaman his power and brought him into communion 
with cosmic life." 

The shaman/artist controls his relationship to the non-

self or the 'spirit world' of the soul because he has a 

strong ego. He can risk this intense and amorphous plane 

of existence where his personality comes close to disinteg-

ration, because he has the power physically and mentally to 

control his conscious/unconscious awareness in the trance 

state. In effect, he 'cures' himself by this power during 

the spiritual experience. His 'soul' or state of 'inspira-

tion'. transcends the dangerous bridge and does not become 

'possessed' or lost in relating to the region of the non-self. 

"Eliade, Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy, 459-460. 

"Ibid., 460. 
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During. his ecstatic state, the self and the not-self are 

united as one integrated 'self' in a creative communication 

with his universe. Mooney's model confirms this observation 

in Point 4 of his summary of essential conditions for man's 

existence. The shaman/artist maintains his " . . selective 

ordering of his universe, his continual fitting of specific 

incomings and outgoings, his rendering potentialities actual 

in concrete sequential instances." 47

The shaman not only has cured himself, he re-establishes 

his community's relationship to its mythical past, creating 

a present reality. His 'old self' dies and he undergoes a 

rebirth through a unification of the self and the non-self, 

a 'fitting' into his community's cosmology and mythology, 

which is then communicated to all his people. The balance 

between sacred/profane, conscious/unconscious, spirit 

world/natural world is maintained by the shaman's mediation. 

In both the shaman's and artist's relationship with the 

non-self, there is the common factor of 'fitting' into the 

universe by means of a creative endeavour ending in a pro-

duct: 'art'. If art is to be a means of revelation of 

cosmic order, then the role of the artist and the role of 

the shaman are the same. 

Within the art of both shaman and artis),7 there is a 

certain mythological/ideological reification which occurs. 

47Mooney, "A Conceptual Model for Integrating Four 
Approaches to the Identification of Creative Talent," 78. 
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For the shaman mythology is only one element of his creativ-

ity, an element rich in creative possibilities for expression. 

It is both the seed for creativity and the framework for 

artistic activity. Myth carries the basic beliefs of a 

society; it is a way of understanding the world. The role of 

myth is commonly understood within the shamanic community. 

However, the shaman as catalyst applies the philosophical 

ideas embodied in myth to the life situations his society 

faces. Myth allows the shaman a means of interpreting life 

experience and a means of translating that experience to his 

people. Thus, there is an expansion of the original mythology. 

The shaman makes art through an 'acting out' and revelation 

of vision within a mythological context. 

The contemporary artist's ideological beliefs replace 

the mythology of the shaman. He is not necessarily aware of 

working within a flexible mythology, yet the nature of his 

creative processes and the products of these processes are 

also a reification and expansion of the beliefs and philoso-

phy of his own culture; art carries the elements of mythology 

within itself — the history of universal human experience. 

The mythology of the shaman and the ideology of the 

artist may be understood within the same context. For both 

artist and shamn, the creative processes within the ideology/ 

mythology, and their subsequent communications of their world-

view encompass a core of mystical understanding of Being. 
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The shaman's responsive contact with dream states can 

be understood as a necessary element in establishing a means 

for experiencing his mythology. However, the role of dream 

states and the role of myth in the shaman's experience are 

paradoxical without concrete distinction in their functions 

and applications. 

Dreams and myths alike draw their power from certain intense 
moments in actual human experience; but art transforms the 
private understanding of the dream into the public under-
standing of the myth. A myth is a private dream that has 
gone public. But dreams are also made out of myths, 
(Gananath Obeyesekere, Medusa's Hair, pp. 14-21, 181-82; 
Dorothy Eggan, "The Personal Use of Myth in Dreams."] for 
people tend to dream not only about their lives but also 
about the myths they have been taught. Dreams incorporate 
into personal fantasy elements of traditional, shared 
mythology. The distinction between cultural and personal 
dreams may be initially useful, but it runs aground because 
of the mutual feedback between dreams and myths: a gives 
rise to b, but b gives rise to a. This paradox, like our 
riddle of the chicken and the egg, is expressed in India as 
the mystery of the seed and the tree. Indeed, it is more 
properly a triangular cybernetic process, for it connects 
myth and dream, myth and reality, and dream and reality. 

Both dreams and myths order and give form to the flux 

of information received within the 

stated earlier, the unconscious is 

which has greater receptiveness to 

unconscious mind. As 

the region of the mind 

the forces of life; it 

is the inherent spirituality within man. Therefore, both 

dreams and myths would carry within their configurations 

essence of the unconscious mind's sensitivity to the human 

48 
Wendy Doniger O'Flaherty, Dreams, Illusion, and Other 

Realities (The University of Chicago Press: Chicago and 
London, 1984), 79. 
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condition. Dreams apply their information to the individual, 

and myths apply it to an entire society." 

There is a close psychological and cultural link between 
dream and myth. Both appear as models and paradigms of 
cultural elements — dream in relation to the individual, 
and myth in relation to the society as a whole. If a 
dream is the archetype of the individual's fate, a myth, 
then, is the archetype of the entire culture. In certain 
cases the two are identified together, both linguistically 
and in psychological experience; this is revealed by the 
famous example of the Australian natives who used the word 
alchera to indicate both the time of mythical origin and 
the period of time in which a dream occurs, with the 
relative events." 

For the artist, art is a validation of truth and an 

expression of a mode of Being in the world. Art and the 

creative experience take the essential place occupied by 

myth in traditional societies. Through the experience of 

the creative process, the artist succeeds in 'living the 

universal', just as the shaman does. There is a drawing 

upon fresh spiritual resources, resulting in a renewal of 

creative powers. 

"Vittorio Lanternari notes two patterns of creativity 
that dreams follow in primitive cultures (and by extension, 
contemporary cultures). Ancestral beliefs and myths which 
are inherited find expression in a conventional pattern. 
Where dream content derives from foreign cultures, there is 
an innovative pattern. The first case allows for vitality 
and conservation; the second, the allowance for change. 
(Samarendra Saraf, Epilogue-, to The Realm of the Extra-Human: 
Ideas and Actions, ed. Agehananda Bharati [The Hague and 
Paris: Mouton Publishers, 1976], p. 497). 

5°Vittorio Lanternari, "Dreams as Charismatic Signifi-
cants: Their Bearing on the Rise of New Religious Movements," 
The Realm of the Extra-Human: Ideas and Actions, ed. 
Agehananda Bharati (the Hague and Paris: Mouton Publishers, 
1976), 323. 
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To the primordial myth belongs the conservation of the true 
History, the history of the human condition: it is in this 
that one must seek and find again the principles and the 
paradigms for all the conduct of life.51

For the shaman and his society, myths represent, in a 

comprehensible way, the central meaning of creative endeavor: 

to attain 'one-ness' with the universe. To be 'at one' with 

the universe is spiritual achievement of the highest order. 

. . . all the strange behavior of the shaman reveals the 
highest spirituality; it is, in fact, expressive of an 
ideology which is coherent and of great nobility. The 
myths by which this ideology is constituted are among the 
most beautiful and profound in existence: they are the 
myths of Paradise and the Fall, of the immortality of 
priMordial man and his conversation with God, of the 
origin of death and the discovery of the spirit (in every 
sense of the word).52

The shaman or artist reveals his vision through creativ-

ity, disclosing the life of his unconscious mind. Therefore 

it is essential that he maintain responsive contact with the 

life of the unconscious. We may consider a division of 

mental activity into two areas: conscious thought and the 

workings of the unconscious mind. Conscious thought is the 

upper surface, a region of articulation, argument and 

rational discourse. Beneath this region lies the un-

conscious mind, its depths and mysteries as encompassing as 

the universe itself. It is the realm of meditation: 

51 Eliade, Myths, Dreams and Mysteries: The Encounter 
Between Contemporary Faiths and Archaic Reality, 46. 

52- Ibid., p. 70. 
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. . . here in its quiet, mysterious depths dwells what vital 
force is in us; here if aught is to be created, and not 
merely manufactured and communicated, must the work go on. 
Manufacture is intelligible but trivial; creation is great 
and cannot be understood."' 

It is in the fertile region of the unconscious that. 

creativity has its roots. There is a view that persists 

to this day that the artist is inspired by a superhuman 

power or 'divinity .5 4 Rather than a divinity inspiring 

the artist or shaman, a more plausible interpretation is 

that it is contact with the unconscious mind which is the 

'inspiration'. Earlier it was stated that spirituality may 

be understood as one's relationship and potential relation-

ship to the existing energy forms in the Cosmos. The un-

conscious is the region that is most responsive to this 

input; to the flux of external and internal information, 

sensory material, preclusions of thought, and intuitive 

responses to internal and external stimuli. Through un-

conscious experience, 'inspiration' arises, and acquires its 

spiritual connection. Therefore 'divine inspiration' may 

be re-defined in terms of the unconscious mind's greater 

receptiveness to the forces of life, and the artist's or 

shaman's greater ability to maintain contact with this 

region of the mind. 

"Psychology in Education with Emphasis on Creative Think-
ing, n.3, cited by George K. Kneller, The Art and Science of 
Creativity (U.S.A.: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1965), 
2. 

54Kneller, The Art and Science of Creativity, 18. 
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The world of the surreal is combined with the reality 

of waking time, in the life of the unconscious. There is 

a constant interchange between emotional, cognitive, and 

intuitive responses combined with external input. 

Within the unconscious there is an increased aware-

ness of the senses which results in a more instinctual/ 

intuitive/primitive reaction to the universe, a heightening 

of all the senses: touch, smell, sight, hearing and taste. 

Such amplification of the senses is a form of regression 

in that instinct plays a primary role in the response to 

one's senses rather than the exercising of a controlled, 

intellectual response to sensual awareness. The creative 

person is not afraid of the regression involved in maintain-

ing contact with this realm, as it is a fantastic journey 

of the imagination. 

imagination because 

able in what it may 

As a culture, we are afraid of our 

it is often irrational and unpredict-

reveal. The fear comes from feeling 

uncontrolled or even foolish. Regression, which is a 

vital part of the creative process, though instinctive 

and generally unacknowledged, may be compared to the 

shaman's regression during his journey into the unconscious. 

It is here that the shaman's soul transcends that 'dangerous 

bridge' in search of the 'spirit world'. His journey is not 

unlike the narrow precipice separating the known from the 

unknown, described by the Abstract Expressionist, Richard 

Pousette-Dart: 
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I want to keep a balance just on the edge of awareness, the 
narrow rim between the conscious and subconscious, a balance 
between expanding and contracting, silence and sound." 

The creative experience that shaman and artist share 

has its roots within the unconscious." This fertile 

experience is one of living through certain contents of the 

unconscious mind.57 Both artist and shaman arrive at the 

'soul' in art through this journey into the unconscious 

mind. Eliad, the great French author, believes that know-

ledge of the unconscious is analogous to spiritual knowledge. 

. . . the Unconscious ,(i.e., prakriti), moving by a kind of 
'teleological instinct', imitates the behavior of the Spirit; 
. . . the Unconscious behaves in such a way that its activity 
seems to prefigure the mode of being of the Spirit." 

55Transcending Shape: Richard Pousette-Dart, n.6, cited 
by Robert Carleton Hobbs and Gail Levin, Abstract-Expression-
ism: The Formative Years (Ithaca and London: Cornell 
University Press, 1981), 11. 

"In regards to shamanic culture, the mask may be under-
stood as a tangible image of unconscious visualization. 
(Walter Sorrell, The Other Face: The Mask in the Arts 
[Indianapolis and New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., 
1973], p. 10). In a life which so consistently links the 
mystic forces with the reality of waking hours, the mask 
becomes a synthesis of idea and matter, myth, dream and 
conscious reality, acquiring expression in a transformation 
into artistic form. 

"The experience of the journey into the unconscious 
necessitates (as stated earlier on pages 38 and 39) maximum 
response to input such as the flux of external and internal 
information, sensory material, preclusions of thought, and 
intuitive responses to internal and external stimuli. This 
paper has defined spirituality as a 'receptiveness to the 
forces of life'. From this, one can understand that the 
'soul' of art is the spiritual element; the element under-
stood through contact between life and the input of the 
COSMOS. 

"Eliade, Myths, Dreams, and Mysteries: The Encounter 
Between Contemporary Faiths and Archaic Reality, 122. 
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There is an undeniable connection between the creative 

experience and spirituality. As Kandinsky has stated, the 

spiritual element may be termed the 'soul' in art; form 

being the outward expression of inner meaning.59

In almost all the end results of the creative act there 

is a selectivity or emphasis, a striving to express the 

'essence' or the intrinsic meaning of things. When one is 

open to all inner and outer experiencing there is a necessary 

selective process which takes place in the ordering of the 

stimuli. For both shaman and artist selectivity brings 

order to their perceptions of life. Psychologist Frank 

Barron defines selectivity as the influence of the specific 

person, or the 'I': 

Reality exists in a multiplicity of confusing facts, but 'I' 

brings a structure to my relationship to reality, and it is 
this (unconsciously?) disciplined personal selectivity or 

abstraction which gives to creative products their esthetic 
quality." 

The shaman and artist are the communicators, the 'I' in 

relation to the experience. Because of their role as communi-

cators, determining the 'essence' or meaning underlying 

surface manifestations of reality is of vital importance. 

The focus on 'essence' demonstrates the urge toward 

abstraction. 

59Wassily Kandinsky, Concerning the Spiritual in Art, trans. 
M.T.H. Sadler (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1977), 29. 

60Rogers, "Toward a Theory of Creativity," 69. 



The grasping of the 'soul' or meaning in art through a 

non-intellectual process was the goal of artists such as the 

Abstract-Expressionists. Meaning was sought through a 

personal transformative process during the creation of their 

art work. The Abstract Expressionist 

. . . creates out of the depth of things, because he knows 
himself to be in those depths. To paint out of himself and 
to paint himself means to reproduce the intrinsic nature of 
things, the Absolutes. The artist creates as God creates, 
out of his own inner Self, and in his own likeness.61

Determining the 'essence' is, in fact, discovering the Truth 

of things. A search for truth reveals man's desire to under-

stand and express Being, an illustration of the need to consider 

the spirit in all instances of human experience. The ability 

of the Inuit shaman to determine inner meaning through 

creativity, is an excellent example of a unique capacity to 

synthesize all cognitive, emotional, and intuitive experience. 

His experience is translated into a visual conception of 

man's relationship to the metaphysical or supernatural world. 

The object isn't seen at an artistic remove; instead, the 
carver enters into it, mingles, fuses with it. He doesn't 
remain apart, contemplating, controlling, but to the extent 
his cognition impinges upon it, he participates in Sealness 
or Walrus-ness. This participation isn't limited to the 
sense of sight, for Aivilik art doesn't render the visible; 
it renders visible. It portrays not merely what is perceived, 
but what is known and true, and since truth here involves all 
senses, plus tradition and imagination, it embraces all 
cognition (Eskimo, 1959) .62 

61Expressionism in Art: Its Psychological and Biological 
Basis, cited by Sheldon Cheney, Expressionism in Art (New 
York: Liveright Publishing Corporation, 1958), 77-78. 

62Edmund Carpenter's observations among the Eskimo of 
Southampton Island, cited by Joan M. Vastokas, "The Relation-
ship of Form to Iconography in Eskimo Masks," The Beaver 298 
(Autumn 1967): 31. 
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Within art, there is an ability to recall an original 

dimension of human experience and existence. In recognizing 

this mystic identification, the artist acquires the ability 

to express with deeper insight the life meaning of his own 

time and culture. In this way the contemporary artist 

aspires to a place within the shamanic tradition. He main-

tains the essence of shamanism through his creative processes. 

The artist orders and gives form and meaning to an otherwise 

meaningless multitude of experiences. The shamanic tradi-

tion simultaneously corresponds to and transforms the 

artist's insight into its concepts and constructs. The link 

between the contemporary artist and the shamanic tradition 

lies within the common spiritual connection to the universe. 

What is so moving, so immensely reassuring about the shaman's 

attributes and roles is that he or she is the balancer, the 
bringer of equilibrium, the healer, the maker of words, songs, 

images, forms, expressive of the principle of the one in the 

many, of 'Pan in Proteus'. and so across time and cultures 

and vast geographical space those rooted and keenly honed 

concepts speak, concatenate, and set up correspondences, 
transform with their transformations our own perceptions of 
history, of art, of artists, of meaning." 

The products of the creative imagination recall and outline 

the natural mystery of life and nature, giving it 'a face 

and a voice', making it tangible and communicable. 

63 Thirtieth Anniversary Message," Artscanada 30 
(December 1973) : 31. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Through the very nature of the creative experience and 

its profound link to the unconscious, artists confront the 

on-going history of the human spirit. An encounter with 

shamanic ideology and culture compels the artist to admit to 

the binding ties of a common spiritual heritage, which, in 

turn, fosters a need to explore further the depths of his 

own mind and being. The aspiration to the spiritual is a 

recovery of the main tradition of creativity. The search 

requires not imitation, but the revelation and expression of 

those intangibles which can only be expressed through poetic 

means. Even in the initial chaos of a non-ordered, non-

formed world, there was movement toward order and form, 

toward a 'unity'. The seeds of creativity lie within the 

impulse toward a natural evolution and transformation of 

life forces. 

Just as the shaman has acknowledged his 'calling' or 

spiritual destiny, so must the artist realize his own duty 

toward his art and himself, and the necessity of developing 

his creative processes. He must develop his own spiritual 

awareness so that his art is not an empty vessel, but a 

necessary means of communicating his understanding of the 

soul of nature and humanity. What is seen in the recovery 

of the shamanic outlook is the possibility for the 
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contemporary artist to renew and deepen his connection to 

the human-cosmic rhythm, reaffirming and strengthening his 

connection to the spiritual, to the unconscious workings of 

time and life, as we exist and interrelate within that flux. 

Deeper, a link with the Universe-Self, unlike the intellect 
in being knowable only by experience and intuition, the 
Spirit has its separate, sometimes rapturous existence. 

Linked with Spirit, with creation, with beauty beyond 
explanation, is the thing men call Art. As the spiritual 
vision of man develops, as the Spirit flames — at times 
almost to control over intellect and life — artistic effort  
is born, aesthetic understanding and enjoyment are extended.

64

64"Cheney, Expressionism in Art, 4. 
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